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Chapter 3, lesson 1.5 Station Activity - BIOGRAPHY STATION 
PAGE 74  Write about each leader using the book, then QUIZ each other on WHO IS WHO. 
 
 

§ SARGON the Great was            

§ About 2334 B.C.,              

v Sargon’s empire stretched             

v Akkadian Empire lasted             

§  He introduced              

§ His empire brought        Define FAMINE:     

§ When he died,              
 

Empires are:               
 

Hammurabi – PAGE 76 
§ In 1792 B.C.,             

§ Expanded the kingdom &            

§ Did domestic improvements like           

               

v Explain his Code of Laws:          

               
 

 

LAWS STATION 
Use the book page 76 to fill  out below, THEN, discuss PROS & CONS about laws) 
 

What are laws good 

for? 

§             

§             

§             

§             

§             

What would happen 

without laws? 

§             

§             

§             

§             

§             

Hammurabi’s empire 

was successful.  How 

did laws help him? 

§            

§             

§             
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DAY OF MISFORTUNE STATION 
1. Read the story on posted on my website…one paragraph per person.  Then, WRITE AN 

ARGUMENT that explains your complaints about the builder:      

              

              

              

              

              

               

2. Make sure you filled each line above!!!!   Share your argument with your group.   

3. Then discuss the following questions: 

What way does the builder respond to the accusations of the father?      

WHY is the builder nervous?           

What do you think will happen next?          

 

LEGACY  STATION 
1. First!  Discuss what happens when people do something wrong or break the law… 

2. Then, find definitions for the words below in the dictionary or online.  

a. Revenge:              

b. Protection (please go deeper than just the act of protecting):      

              

c. Justice:              

d. Rule of Law (look up online and DO NOT write words that you don’t know!):  

             

             

              

3. How does the Rule of Law work today, where can it be found, what is the LEGACY of 

Hammurabi’s Code of Law?          
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2 large palm trees 

 
King sargon 
 
Hammurabi 
 
Code of laws 
 
 
Acting station 
 
Computer station? 
 
Debate Laws  (for and against) 
 
Writing the story of Sargon, Hammurabi 



Number   Name     

 HAMMURABI’S WEBQUEST 
Step 1:   Navigate to the url :  http://www.phill ipmartin.info/hammurabi/homepage.htm 
Step 2:  Take a look at the PROBLEMS TO SOLVE!!!  
Step 3:  Answer the following questions and feel  free to look for additional  info and pictures!  

 
1. What should be done to the carpenter who builds a house that falls and kills the owner? 

                

2. What should be done about a wife who ignores her duties and belittles her husband? 

                

3. What happens if a man is unable to pay his debts? 

                

4. What should happen to a boy who slaps his father? 

                

5. What happens to the wine seller who fails to arrest bad characters gathered at her shop? 

                

6. How is the truth determined when one man brings an accusation against another? 

                  

 

Tell me more information or facts that you found this or other websites on Hammurabi’s Code 

7.                 

8.                 

9.                

 


